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A new method for comparing scanpaths based on vectors and dimensions 

BACKGROUND 

Scanpaths representations often deviate from eye 
movement data: 
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AOI-based Position-based 

AOI-based (e.g. Levenshtein, 1966; Scanmatch, 
2010) lose position information 
 
Position-based (e.g. Mannan et al., 1996; 
Attention maps, see Pomplun, 1996) lose order 
of eye movements 

Our Approach (Jarodzka, Holmqvist & Nyström, 2010): 
SIMPLIFICATION – clustering thresholds for  
(i)   Direction (angular difference) 
(ii)   Amplitude (length)  
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RESULTS METHOD 

COMPARISON – from here, scanpath similarity is a simple matter of 
subtraction between dimensions for aligned scanpath pairs: 

1. Vector difference (shape) 

2. Length difference in (saccadic amplitude) 

3. Direction difference (angular) 

4. Position difference (fixations:  x1 y1 – x2 y2 ) 

5. Duration difference (fixation duration) 

Experiment 1: 

Restricted scanpaths with known similarity 
dimensions (sample N = 20 participants) 

Participants viewed sequences of dots of paired scanpaths, randomly 
presented, while their eyes were tracked 

1. Random 

8. Duration 7. Scaled 6. Local/Global 5. AOI boarder  

4. Reversed 3. Ordinal offset 2. Spatial offset 

10 versions of each sequence pair was generated, 
giving in total 160 sequences (80 pairs) 

Experiment 2: 

Participants viewed numbers, and their task was to look at the numbers 1-5 in 
order while their eyes were tracked (sample N = 20 participants) 

Task difficulty was varied according to 3 manipulations, each with 5 levels 
of difficulty, from easy (1) to hard (5) 
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10 images were generated for each manipulation type 
and level, yielding the 150 trials 
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We hypothesised that scanpaths would become less similar as the task 
became harder. 

First we classified behavioural accuracy of responses according to the Longest 
Common Subsequence in the eye movement data  

First we wanted to check that 
our 'MultiMatch' method 
correctly classified the most 
common aspects of scanpath 
similarity 
 
Note that similarity is found 
to be higher with MM than 
Scanmatch on the perturbed 
dimension of position     

Ideal observer: 

Experiment 1 (within-subjects scanpath similarity): 

Ideal scanpaths (a) where the 
generated pairs of dot 
sequences are compared using 
the 5 dimensions of MultiMatch 
(S1-5), and Scanmatch (S) 

Observed scanpaths (b) actual 
eye movement data compared 
using the 5 dimensions of 
MultiMatch (S1-5), and Scanmatch 
(S). Note that Multi Match finds 
similarity for some intuitive 
dimensions where Scanmatch 
does not 

Experiment 2 (between-subjects 
similarity): 
 
Based on a coarse measure so far, the 
probability of finding scanpath similarity 
increases with scanpath length. We have 
long scanpaths with these tasks, so all 
measures do poorly 
 
But the take home message is clear: 
Using vectors and multiple dimensions 
reveals more about scanpath similarity.  


